• First proposed by George Zipf (1949) ; the rank-size rule applies when a country doesn't have a dominant ___________ city; most LDCs (________ ____________ ____________) have a high degree of primacy (meaning they are more dependent on the city's ______) • The population of a city or town will be ____________ proportional to its rank; Pn=P1/n (P1=pop. of largest city, n = rank of city) • Ex) If the largest city • __________ ______________ -when a country has two large cities of similar size in separate regional areas; the rank-size rule may apply regionally • The chart to right displays major U.S. metropolitan areas; the eastern U.S. is anchored by the largest city, _____ ______, followed by _________, _____________ _____, and _____________; the largest city in the west is _____ __________, followed by _____ ____________, __________, and __________.
Central Places
• All urban centers have a certain economic reach (_________) that can be used as a measure of its centrality.
• Walter Christaller (1933) laid the groundwork for __________ _________ _________; he wanted to show how & where urban areas would be functionally & spatially distributed. • Assumptions: ______ terrain, no physical _________, soil ___________ would be uniform, even distribution of human ____________ and _____________ power, uniform ____________ network (permit direct travel between settlements), constant range of _______ (would prevail in all directions).
• Central _______ and ___________ = provided only at a central place, or city (available to consumers in a surrounding region).
• ___________ = minimum market needed to keep a central place in business (just enough money is brought in to break even).
• _______ ____ ______ = maximum distance people will travel for a good or service (economic reach).
• ______________ _________ = an exclusive hinterland w/ a monopoly on a certain good or service.
• Logically, the complementary region would be circular, but problems arise (unserved or overlapping areas); __________ fit perfectly; a ___________ pattern (region-w/in-region) emerges that relates to scale. 
